THE CHALLENGE

✓ Radically reduce the time patrol officers need to identify persons of interest in the field
✓ Break through language barriers during the ID process
✓ Ensure dangerous fugitives don’t slip through the cracks
✓ Minimize false arrests

THE SOLUTION

✓ The FaceFirst mobile application
✓ The FaceFirst biometric enrollment platform

THE RESULTS

✓ Patrol officers identify suspects in seconds, not hours
✓ 12,000+ police actions resulting from field matches
✓ Expansion to dozens of partner agencies

I get nothing but positive feedback. Literally everybody wants it!

Lloyd Muenzer, Analyst, ARJIS

CASE STUDY:

ARJIS FACT SHEET

HEADQUARTERS:
San Diego, California

DEPLOYED FACEFIRST:
2013

MISSION:
ARJIS is a complex criminal justice enterprise network used by local, state, and federal agencies in the two California counties that border Mexico. The ARJIS governance structure promotes data sharing and cooperation at all levels for member agencies, from chiefs to officers to technical staff.

AGENCIES USING FACEFIRST:
Dozens of partner agencies use FaceFirst, including San Diego PD, FBI, DEA, ATF, CBP, DOJ and U.S. Marshalls.

TRANSFORM LAW ENFORCEMENT WITH FACE RECOGNITION

AS SEEN IN:

FORTUNE Forbes FOX NEWS The Miami Herald Bloomberg
SAFEGUARD PATROL OFFICERS & COMMUNITIES WITH FACE RECOGNITION

Safer, Smarter Patrols
- Identify suspects in seconds, not hours
- Photograph suspects from a safe distance
- Instantly enroll mugshots from the field

Biometric Surveillance
- Protect stations and facilities
- Conduct covert surveillance from long distances
- Geo-fence sensitive areas
- Instantaneous threat alerts

CJIS Compatible
- Easily adapts to changing rules and policies
- Proven compliance across dozens of agencies
- Data is encrypted at rest and in transit

Access Control
- Secure access to courthouses, jails and prisons
- Protect sensitive areas of facilities

Schedule Your Free Demo Today
818-540-9800 | FaceFirst.com